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ABSTRACT
Several active galaxies show strong evidence for fast (vout ∼ 1000 km s
−1) massive
(M˙ = several ×1000 M⊙ yr
−1) gas outflows. Such outflows are expected on theoretical
grounds once the central supermassive black hole reaches the mass set by the M − σ
relation, and may be what makes galaxies become red and dead. Despite their high ve-
locities, which imply temperatures far above those necessary for molecule dissociation,
the outflows contain large amounts of molecular gas. To understand this surprising
result, we investigate the gas cooling and show that the outflows cannot stably persist
in high–temperature states. Instead the outflowing gas forms a two–phase medium,
with cold dense molecular clumps mixed with hot tenuous gas, as observed. We also
show that efficient cooling leads to star formation, providing an observable outflow
signature. The central parts of the outflows can be intrinsically luminous gamma–ray
sources, provided that the central black hole is still strongly accreting. We note also
that these outflows can persist for ∼ 108 yr after the central AGN has turned off, so
that many observed outflows (particularly with high speeds) otherwise assumed to be
driven by starbursts might also be of this type.
Key words: galaxies: evolution — quasars: general — black hole physics — accretion,
accretion disks
1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, observations revealed mounting evi-
dence of strong outflows from active galactic nuclei (AGN),
which significantly affect the evolution of their host galaxies.
Highly ionized relativistic winds (e.g. Pounds et al. 2003b,a;
Pounds & Vaughan 2011) and kiloparsec-scale outflows
(Feruglio et al. 2010; Sturm et al. 2011; Rupke & Veilleux
2011) have been detected in active galaxies, with total ki-
netic luminosities Lkin equal to a few percent of the AGN
luminosity.
The basic properties of large scale outflows – mass and
momentum flow rate, velocity vout ∼ 1000 km/s, kinetic en-
ergy – can be well explained by the model of AGN wind
feedback, first proposed by King (2003) and later devel-
oped both analytically (King 2005, 2010b; Zubovas & King
2012a; Faucher-Gigue`re & Quataert 2012) and numerically
(Nayakshin & Power 2010; Zubovas & Nayakshin 2012).
Within this model, AGN radiation pressure launches a rela-
tivistic wind from very close in, where the Thomson scatter-
ing optical depth self-regulates to be τ = 1. The wind then
shocks against the surrounding gas and drives an outflow.
If the mass of the supermassive black hole (SMBH) that
powers the AGN exceeds the critical mass given by
Mσ ∼−
fcκσ
4
πG2
∼− 3.67 × 10
8σ4200 M⊙, (1)
where fc = 0.16 is the cosmological ratio of gas density
to matter density, κ ∼− 0.4 cm
2/g is the electron scat-
tering opacity and σ ≡ 200σ200 km/s is the velocity dis-
persion in the host galaxy spheroid, its wind shocks can
propagate out to large distances and are no longer effi-
ciently Compton cooled. As a result, the previously weak
and cold, momentum–driven outflows change character to
become energy–driven. These outflows are far more violent,
and clear galaxies of gas (Zubovas & King 2012a), leaving
them red and dead.
The observed large-scale outflows contain mostly molec-
ular gas. This is, in princple, a problem for the AGN wind
feedback model, because outflowing gas is accelerated by a
shock and heated to temperatures of 106 − 107 K, much
higher than molecular dissociation temperatures. Although
cold clumps could be embedded in the ambient medium and
carried with the flow, such acceleration would produce sig-
natures incompatible with observations (Cicone et al. 2012).
We show here that radiative cooling rapidly puts a
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Figure 1. A schematic view of the multiphase nature of the
energy–driven outflow launched when the central supermassive
black hole reaches the critical M − σ mass. The AGN drives a
powerful quasi-spherical wind with speed v ∼ 0.1c from its ac-
cretion disc. This wind is strongly shocked just outside the inner
Compton cooling radius (radius RIC ∼ 0.5M8/σ200 kpc, where
M8 is the black hole mass in units of 108M⊙). The expanding
shocked wind sweeps up and drives an outer shock into the host
ISM. The contact discontinuity between the expanding wind gas
and swept–up ISM is Rayleigh–Taylor unstable, so these two com-
ponents mix together in the outflow and help maintain a constant
pressure. The outflow cools radiatively, and most of it freezes out
into clumps of cold molecular material. Despite its high veloc-
ity v ∼ 1000 kms−1 most of the outflow is in molecular form.
The very high temperature of the wind shock near RIC implies
that these outflows should be intrinsically luminous gamma–ray
sources.
large fraction of the outflowing material into molecular form,
which stably coexists with tenuous hot gas. This simultane-
ously explains the large velocity of the molecular component
and its immunity to high Mach number shocks, in agreement
with observations (Cicone et al. 2012). We review the prop-
erties of the forward shock that the outflow drives into the
ISM in Section 2 and show that it cannot be kept thermally
stable at high temperatures by quasar radiation in Section
3. We then consider the cooling of its gas in Section 4 and
estimate the rate of star formation in the cooling outflow in
Section 5. Finally, we discuss our results in Section 6 and
summarize giving predictions for observations in Section 7.
2 THE OUTER SHOCK
The dynamics of spherically-symmetric energy–driven out-
flows from accreting AGN are described in King (2005) and
Zubovas & King (2012a). We briefly summarize this subject
here, to establish the properties of the outflow relevant for
the present problem.
Rapidly accreting AGN launch fast (vw ∼ 0.1c) winds
from their accretion discs. The wind shocks against the sur-
rounding ISM and drives an outflow. Close to the black hole,
the shocked wind cools rapidly by the inverse Compton ef-
fect of the AGN radiation field, and the resulting outflow of
swept–up gas is relatively slow and must ultimately fall back.
But once the mass of the central black hole grows above the
critical value Mσ (eq. 1), the wind shock and swept–up ISM
can reach large radii, where the AGN radiation field is too
dilute to cool the shocked wind gas. Now all of the wind
energy goes into powering the outflow, rather than almost
all being lost to cooling. This extra energy accelerates the
outflow, increasing its velocity at the contact discontinuity
between the wind and the interstellar medium to
ve =
(
2ησ2c
3f
)1/3
∼− 925σ
2/3
200f
−1/3kms−1, (2)
where η = 0.1 is the radiative efficiency of accretion and
f ≡ fg/fc is a factor allowing for deviations of the gas-to-
total density ratio fg from the cosmological value (see King
2005, for derivation of ve). An outer shock moves ahead
of this discontinuity into the ISM, sweeping the latter up
and compressing it. Adiabatic jump conditions give a ve-
locity vout = 4/3ve for this forward shock (Zubovas & King
2012a). This heats the ISM to a temperature
Tsh =
3
16
µmpv
2
out
k
∼− 2.2× 10
7σ
4/3
200f
−2/3K, (3)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant and µmp is the mean mass
per particle. The particle density of the swept–up ISM is
n =
2fgσ
2
πGµmpR2
∼− 60fσ
2
200R
−2
kpccm
−3, (4)
which is just 4 times the preshock particle density, as ap-
propriate for a strong shock.
The interstellar gas which has passed through the outer
shock is relatively dense, and so likely to cool quite rapidly
below the shock temperature. The primary cooling process
at the shock temperature is free-free cooling, and outflows
are optically thin to this radiation:
τ ∼− κnµmpRsh ∼− 0.2fκσ
2
200R
−1
kpc, (5)
where we take µ = 0.63, appropriate for fully ionized gas of
Solar metallicity. The pressure within the shocked outflow
is approximately constant (Zubovas et al. 2013a). Further-
more, the interface between the shocked wind and the out-
flow is highly Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) unstable (King 2010a,
also see Section 3). RT fingers mix the shocked cooling inter-
stellar gas with the dilute hot wind gas inside it, maintaining
a constant pressure within the whole outflow. This pressure
decreases over time as t−2.
From the above considerations, the following picture of
a composite outflow emerges. Most of the outflowing mass
is in the form of the shocked ISM at temperatures below
a few times 107 K. This gas is mixed (by RT instabilities)
and maintains a pressure equilibrium with the much hotter
shocked wind. We show this schematically in Figure 1. To
determine the observational appearance of this mixture we
need to consider whether the shocked ISM can be kept at
these large temperatures for a long time.
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3 OUTFLOW STABILITY
An important aspect of the thermal evolution of outflow-
ing gas is its phase structure. The gas can either cool as a
single-phase medium and experience strong compression by
the shocked wind into a narrow shell, or it can develop a
two-phase structure with cold gas embedded in the tenuous,
high-pressure hot medium. Therefore we consider whether
a multiphase equilibrium between cold gas clumps and a
surrounding diffuse outflow is possible.
Following Krolik et al. (1981), we define a pressure-
based ionization parameter
Ξ =
L
4πR2nkcT
=
prad
pgas
, (6)
where L is the quasar luminosity, which we take to be a
fraction l of the Eddington luminosity, with the mass of the
SMBH a fraction m of the critical Mσ mass (see Section 2),
so that
L =
4πGMc
κ
l =
4fcσ
4c
G
ml. (7)
Substituting the expressions for luminosity, density (eq. 4)
and temperature (eq. 3) into eq. (6), we find
Ξ = 0.07f−1/3ml, (8)
where we expect l ∼− m ∼− 1 in general.
Figures 4 and 5 of Krolik et al. (1981) show that for
Ξ . 0.5 the outflowing gas can only be stable in a cold phase.
The ionization parameter does not change as the outflow
expands, because both radiation and gas pressures decrease
as prad ∝ pgas ∝ R
−2. Therefore, the only way to establish
an equilbrium is to reduce the gas fraction f . As the gas cools
and molecular clumps detach from the hot flow, the density
in the latter decreases, but a reduction by a factor ∼ 400 is
necessary before equilibrium can be established. Therefore
we predict that the diffuse gas envelope surrounding the
molecular clumps is very tenuous, and almost all the outflow
mass is in molecular form.
The separation of the outflow into a two-phase medium
is not a new result. King (2010a) showed that energy-driven
outflows are highly RT unstable, therefore a complicated
mixture of shocked wind and outflow gas would emerge even
without any cooling processes. Nayakshin & Zubovas (2012)
used numerical simulations to show that cooling outflows
fragment, but did not investigate the reasons for fragmenta-
tion in detail. Gravitational instability of expanding super-
nova shells was predicted analytically by Whitworth et al.
(1994).
4 COOLING OF THE SHOCKED GAS
We now turn our attention to the efficiency of cooling pro-
cesses acting in the shocked ISM. The outer shock temper-
ature is approximately equal to the Compton temperature
(TC ∼− 1.9× 10
7 K), so Compton cooling – the primary pro-
cess of cooling the shocked wind – does not affect the shocked
ISM. Instead, at temperatures Tg > 10
4 K, gas predomi-
nantly cools via two–body processes, i.e. bremsstrahlung and
metal line cooling. To estimate the cooling timescale, we nu-
merically integrate the cooling function from Sazonov et al.
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Figure 2. Temperature of shocked interstellar gas one dynami-
cal time after the shock heats it, as a function of radius R. For
low gas fractions and at large radii, radiative two-body cooling
is inefficient, so the gas stays hot (T > 107 K). There is a sharp
transition at a particular radius for every gas fraction; within this
radius, gas is cool (< 105 K) and the resulting two–phase insta-
bility leads to the formation of molecules. The line at 1.1×104 K
is a lower limit of our integrator rather than a physical barrier.
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Figure 3. Cooling of pressure-confined gas in an outflow as func-
tion of time, for a range of gas fractions and outer shock radii. The
gas is assumed to be stationary (assumption appropriate since
cooling is faster than dynamical time). The cooling process is
slow at first, but then accelerates rapidly as the gas begins to
contract and Compton heating becomes inefficient. Vertical lines
show dynamical timescales at certain radii (same line style as
corresponding cooling curves of fg = 0.16).
(2005, see their Appendix C for details), which is appropri-
ate for optically thin gas illuminated by quasar radiation;
as we showed above (eq. 5), this is a valid assumption. We
perform the calculations for a range in gas fraction, fg, be-
tween 1.6×10−3 and 1, and at distances from R = 100 pc to
100 kpc. For each of those, we integrate the cooling for one
dynamical time ∼ R/σ, assuming the pressure is constant
and equal to that of the shocked wind gas.
The results are plotted in Figures 2 and 3. The first
one shows the gas temperature after one dynamical time
as a function of radius for several gas fractions fg. There
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is a clear difference between two regimes: low density gas
far away from the SMBH cools inefficiently, while closer in
or at higher density, cooling rapidly decreases gas temper-
ature to the lower limit of the adopted cooling function,
Tlow ∼− 1.1× 10
4 K. A sharp transition seen in the low den-
sity curves (fg ≤ 0.05) can be identified as a cooling radius
similar to the cooling radius (Zubovas & King 2012b) of the
wind shock. From the integration results, we find this outer
cooling radius to be
ROC ∼− 100f
1.5kpc, (9)
where ‘OC’ stands for ‘outflow cooling’. Therefore, as long
as the gas density is >∼ 0.05 times the total density, the
shocked interstellar gas in the central few kiloparsecs is effi-
ciently cooled. As it cools, the gas is likely to fragment into
cold clumps surrounded by a hot diffuse medium. A pre-
cise treatment of this fragmentation is beyond the scope of
this Letter; we only note that Nayakshin & Zubovas (2012)
showed the existence of such fragmentation numerically.
4.1 Molecular cooling processes
Once the gas temperature falls below a few times 104 K,
atomic and molecular hydrogen and metal cooling become
important. Calculating the effect of these elements precisely
is very complicated, as cooling rates strongly depend on gas
opacity, chemical abundance and various other local param-
eters. Here we only make a rough estimate. We take the
cooling rate of atomic gas just below 104 K to be
Λmol ∼− 10
−25n′2 erg cm3 s−1, (10)
as given in Spitzer (1978, Chapter 6.2). This is a conservative
estimate, as it does not include the contributions of metal
lines or molecular hydrogen. The gas density appropriate
for this cooling process is n′ ∼ nTsh/Tlow ∼− 10
3n, because
the clumps of atomic gas are much denser than the average
density in the shocked ISM. Substituting eq. (4) gives the
cooling rate
Λmol = 3.6× 10
−16R−4kpcf
2
(
Tsh/Tlow
103
)2
σ4200 erg s
−1. (11)
The corresponding cooling time, assuming the rate is con-
stant, is
tcool,mol ∼−
3n′kTlow
Λ
∼− 24
(
T
1.1× 104K
)2
R2kpcf
−1/3σ
−10/3
200 yr.
(12)
This cooling timescale is much shorter than dynamical time
for any reasonable value of R. We conclude that once gas
cools down to atomic temperatures by two–body processes,
the subsequent atomic and molecular cooling is very effi-
cient, and rapidly puts most of the outflowing matter into
molecular form.
5 STAR FORMATION IN THE OUTFLOW
Cold clumps of molecular gas, possibly shielded from the
quasar radiation by envelopes of atomic hydrogen (the warm
phase of the ISM), are perfect locations for star formation.
As a result, we expect large-scale AGN outflows to form stars
moving with large radial velocities. Such an effect was found
in numerical simulations by Nayakshin & Zubovas (2012)
and Zubovas et al. (2013b), but they used only rough ap-
proximations for the rate of outflow fragmentation. Here we
provide four estimates for an upper limit of star formation
rate in the AGN outflow:
a) The cooling timescale estimate. This simply gives the
rate at which gas in the outflow is converted into the cold
molecular phase. The cooling timescale can be approximated
by a power-law
tcool ∼− 0.017R
2
kpcf
−1.75 Myr. (13)
The total mass of the outflowing gas is
Mout ∼− 3× 10
9Rkpcfσ
2
200 M⊙. (14)
Therefore, the approximate gas cooling rate is
M˙cool ∼− 1.8× 10
5R−1kpcf
2.75σ2200 M⊙yr
−1. (15)
This estimate, however, assumes that there is enough hot
gas consumed by the outflow to be cooled down. This is not
the case in reality, since the cooling timescale is typically
faster than the flow timescale.
b) The “locally dynamical” estimate. Independently of
how rapidly the gas cools, it cannot fragment faster than on
its local dynamical timescale. For gas of density n′ = 103n,
this timescale is
tdyn ∼− 0.13Rkpcf
−1/2σ−1200Myr, (16)
which translates into a star formation rate of
M˙dyn,local ∼− 2.4× 10
4f3/2σ2200 M⊙yr
−1. (17)
c) The true parameter governing the rate of gas cooling
and fragmentation is the rate at which the outflow sweeps
up new mass:
M˙out ∼− 3750f
2/3σ
8/3
200 M⊙yr
−1. (18)
These three limits scale differently with galaxy and outflow
parameters, so the true dynamical limit is the lowest of the
three. However, this is only the limit on gas cooling and
fragmentation rate, because it does not account for star for-
mation feedback.
d) A rough estimate of the true star formation rate can
be made by assuming that star formation feedback (in the
form of photoionization, massive star winds and supernova
explosions) heats and disperses the cold gas. In this way,
the star formation process self-regulates so that the feedback
energy injected by the stars balances the cooling rate of the
gas. The energy loss rate is
E˙cool ∼
MoutkTsh
µmptcool
∼ 3.2×1046R−1kpcf
2.08σ
10/3
200 ergs
−1. (19)
The stellar feedback luminosity that affects the gas is
Lfb ∼ ǫfǫ∗M˙∗c
2, (20)
where ǫf < 1 is a feedback coupling efficiency and ǫ∗ =
7 × 10−3 is the stellar mass-to-luminosity conversion effi-
ciency (Leitherer et al. 1992). Requiring that the feedback
luminosity balances the cooling rate gives
M˙∗ ∼− 80ǫ
−1
f R
−1
kpcf
2.08σ
10/3
200 M⊙yr
−1. (21)
Since not all of the stellar luminosity is absorbed by the
surrounding material (due to both geometry and varying
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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opacity), the true upper limit to the star formation rate is
somewhat higher.
The above estimate does not depend on the rate at
which the outflow accumulates mass. If all the gas is cold,
star formation still self-regulates at a value set by balancing
the actual cooling of gas (heated by the stellar feedback pro-
cesses rather than the forward shock) with the energy input
rate.
This star formation rate results in a luminosity of young
stars of L∗ ∼− E˙cool/ǫf ∼− 8.3 × 10
12ǫ−1f R
−1
kpcf
2.08σ
10/3
200 L⊙,
comparable to or slightly higher than the luminosity of the
AGN that drives the outflow.
5.1 Star formation efficiency
We make a rough estimate of the typical size of gravitation-
ally bound fragments. Since the cooling timescale is much
shorter than dynamical for most values of R and f , the out-
flowing gas cools and fragments in a very narrow region,
defined by the cooling timescale tcool and the sound speed
in the post-shock gas cs,hot ∼− vout:
dcool ∼ vouttcool ∼− 21R
2
kpcf
2.08σ
2/3
200 pc. (22)
If we assume that the clumps form from material initially
distributed in regions with length scales of order dcool, the
clump mass is of order
Mclump ∼ d
3
coolµmpn ∼ 8600R
4
kpcf
7.25σ4200 M⊙, (23)
i.e. the clumps have masses typical of molecular clouds. The
high outflow pressure ensures that their densities are much
larger than typical for molecular clouds (Roman-Duval et al.
2010). For the same reason, their radii are also significantly
smaller than dcool.
Under normal conditions, the star formation efficiency
per dynamical time in clouds of this mass is ∼ 0.02
(McKee & Ostriker 2007). However, the star formation rate
is probably somewhat higher here due to the high external
pressure; in principle, the situation is the same as that of an
AGN outflow compressing pre-existing dense structures in
the galaxy, such as the galactic disc (Zubovas et al. 2013a).
If we consider the estimate based on energy balance (eq. 21)
as the true limit to the star formation rate, the efficiency
then becomes
ǫSF ∼−
M˙∗
M˙out
∼− 0.02ǫ
−1
f R
−1
kpcf
1.42σ
2/3
200 , (24)
which is > 0.02 since ǫf < 1. On scales of individual clumps,
the star formation efficiency might be significantly higher
due to their large density (Kruijssen 2012). In this case,
it would be larger cooling complexes that are affected and
dispersed by self-regulating feedback.
6 DISCUSSION
The picture described here suggests that most of the gas in
a spherically symmetric energy–driven AGN outflow is not
thermally stable and cools to low temperatures as the out-
flow proceeds. Both two–body (bremsstrahlung and metal
line) and atomic hydrogen cooling processes are very efficient
and cool the gas to temperatures conducive to molecule for-
mation. This happens on a timescale tcool ∼− 0.017R
2
kpcf
−1.75
Myr, which is much lower than the dynamical timescale
within a radius ROC ∼− 100f
1.5 kpc, where f is the ratio
of gas density in the galaxy to the cosmic baryon density.
This cool component is mixed in with much hotter tenuous
gas from the shocked central wind, and partially entrained
by it.
This picture compares favourably with observations of
fast molecular outflows (Feruglio et al. 2010; Sturm et al.
2011; Rupke & Veilleux 2011). Zubovas & King (2012a) al-
ready showed that the predicted velocities (∼ 1000 km s−1)
and mass outflow rates (several 1000 M⊙ yr
−1) are in broad
agreement with expectations from the energy–driven phase
triggered by the central SMBH mass reaching the critical
M − σ value (eq. 1). Our results here refine this picture: we
show that most of the outflow appears in molecular form,
despite its high velocity v ∼ 1000 kms−1. Once again, this is
consistent with observations of outflows (Cicone et al. 2012).
6.1 Dynamics of molecular clumps
The clumps of molecular gas have much higher densities
than their surroundings and are less affected by the ram
pressure of the AGN wind. As a result, they partially de-
tach from the diffuse outflow and decelerate. Zubovas et al.
(2013b) found the same result in numerical simulations of
fragmenting outflows. In addition, Rayleigh-Taylor instabil-
ities mean that even the diffuse shocked ISM does not ex-
pand uniformly, but instead has a spread of velocities below
the formal outflow velocity calculated by Zubovas & King
(2012a). This explains the fact that observed velocities
of molecular outflows are typically lower than the formal
vout = (4/3)ve (see eq. 2).
6.2 Molecular gas distribution
As the outflow progresses, on average, regions closer to the
black hole are denser and cooler than regions further away.
This happens due to two reasons: the cooling rate decreases
outwards, and the outer regions are shocked later, leaving
them less time to cool down. Such a situation is consistent
with observations of Cicone et al. (2012), which suggest that
at least in the molecular outflow of Mrk 231, molecular gas
has higher densities in the central regions than in the out-
skirts.
It is important to note that these calculations assume
a spherically symmetric isothermal gas distribution in the
galaxy. In a realistic galaxy, this assumption breaks down
outside a few kpc from the centre. While this does not pre-
clude the formation of molecular gas in the outflow, the
cooling rate may be significantly reduced in the directions
perpendicular to the galactic disc plane. In this case, the
molecular outflow would appear more similar to a galactic
fountain, with most clumps ejected close to the plane of the
disc. The star formation rate in the outflow would be simi-
larly reduced, and the existing star formation may be easily
confused with star formation in the disc due to its location.
6.3 Structure and stability of the outflow
King (2010a) showed that in energy-driven outflows, the
density contrast between the shocked wind and the shocked
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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ambient medium is of order 109. This configuration leads
to formation of strong RT instabilities in the contact dis-
continuity, which enhance mixing and maintain a constant
pressure throughout the outflow (see Section 2).
Several authors found that RT instabilities may be
suppressed under certain conditions. Mizuta et al. (2005)
showed that recombination effectively suppresses the insta-
bility growth, at least on length scales ∼ 0.1−1 pc. However,
efficient recombination requires temperatures < 105 K and
so is irrelevant for the gas immediately behind the shock.
Instabilities with wavelengths shorter than the width of the
cooling region, i.e. λ <∼ 20 pc (see eq. 22) are not suppressed
by recombination effects.
Another way of suppressing RT instabilities is by
strong radiation pressure (Jiang et al. 2013). However, as
we showed in Section 3, the ratio of radiation pressure to
gas pressure is ≪ 1 until almost all of the outflowing gas
becomes molecular. Therefore, radiation pressure is also un-
able to stop RT instability from growing.
There may be other ways of stabilising the con-
tact discontinuity, for example via magnetic fields (e.g.,
Jones & De Young 2005). But even in this case, short wave-
length instabilities can grow (Vishniac 1983), leading to mix-
ing across the discontinuity. Finally, once the shocked out-
flowing gas becomes gravitationally unstable, the resulting
clumpiness allows some of the hot wind to leak out of the
bubble, once again enhancing mixing.
The net effect of these instabilities is to maintain
pressure equilibrium throughout the outflow. Even without
the instabilities, the pressure varies only by a factor of a
few from the contact discontinuity to the forward shock
(Zubovas et al. 2013a), so the precise nature of the insta-
bilities is not important to the overall picture of outflow
cooling. Another important effect of RT fingers is that they
produce a large number of shock fronts, which can accelerate
particles to cosmic ray (CR) energies. Our model therefore
predicts that CRs are produced in AGN unless all instabili-
ties of the contact discontinuity are efficiently suppressed.
6.4 Survival of molecular clumps
Molecular clumps embedded in hot gas are subject to various
processes that act to destroy them. Here we briefly review
the effects of three processes: cloud evaporation, Rayleigh-
Taylor instabilities and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities.
The timescale of cloud evaporation can be approx-
imated using the expressions in Cowie & McKee (1977).
Their equation (22), when rescaled appropriately, gives
tevap ∼ 4× 10
7M4r
−1
pc T
−5/2
7 yr ∼ 6× 10
6R2kpcf
6.83yr, (25)
where M4 is clump mass in 10
4 M⊙ and rpc its radius in
parsecs. In the above expression, we used the clump mass
estimate from eq. (23), the hot gas temperature from eq.
(3) and estimated the radius from the assumption that the
clump density is 103 times the particle density (eq. 4). It ap-
pears that in most situations, i.e. where Rkpc > 1 and f ∼− 1,
large clumps survive for long enough to form a significant
number of stars. However, the clumps should have a range of
masses around the calue given by eq. (23), and the smaller
clumps can evaporate more rapidly. This echoes the numer-
ical simulations of Marcolini et al. (2005), who find clouds
with masses of order 200 M⊙ evaporating due to thermal
conduction over t ∼ 1 Myr under similar conditions, al-
though with the wind streaming past the clouds with large
velocities.
Another aspect which increases the survival time of
clumps in our model is their rapid radial motion. The evap-
oration timescale scales with the square of the distance, so
as the clump moves outward, it is progressively less affected
by evaporation.
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities can in principle develop at
the clump interface, since the clump is much denser than the
wind. Several authors have found, however, that in hot envi-
ronments, hydrogen recombination (Ricotti 2014) and ther-
mal conduction (Marcolini et al. 2005) suppress the growth
of these instabilities. Therefore we are confident the RT in-
stabilities do not destroy the clumps rapidly enough to pre-
vent them from being observed at large distances.
Finally, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities can develop and
disrupt the clumps, but only if the shear velocity between
the clump and the diffuse outflow gas is large. Within
our model, clumps form from the fast-moving gas, and
therefore move with roughly the same velocity, i.e. vrel =
|vout − vcl| ≪ vout, so the KH instability growth timescale
tKH ∼ σ/vreltdyn ≫ tdyn.
Our discussion here is brief, since a more detailed treat-
ment of clump dynamics after formation is beyond the scope
of the paper. Nevertheless, even if some process destroys
the clump soon after formation, the clump gas only adds
to the hot outflow. The hot gas then cools down and forms
clumps again, and the system potentially ends up in a cycle
of cooling, clump formation, clump destruction and heating,
so that there is a large amount of molecular gas present in
the outflow at any given time.
6.5 Outflow visibility
There are other signatures of AGN outflows in addition to
molecular emission lines. The very high temperature of the
wind shock close to the AGN should make these objects
intrinsically luminous gamma-ray sources. Assuming that
the bubble expands spherically with constant velocity ve,
we get the shocked wind temperature
Tbub = Tsh
v2w
v2out
∼− 2× 10
10K. (26)
At this temperature, a significant fraction of the thermal
bremsstrahlung radiation is emitted as gamma-rays. The
number density in the shocked wind gas, assumed constant
throughout the bubble volume, is
nbub = 0.01σ
2
200t
−2
7
fc
fg
cm−3, (27)
with t7 ≡ t/(10Myr) and assuming that the SMBH mass
M =Mσ (eq. 1). The total bremsstrahlung luminosity emit-
ted in a bubble with volume V = 4πv3e t
3/3 is
Lff = 2.4×10
−27V n2bubT
1/2
bub
∼− 3×10
39σ6200t
−1
7 ergs
−1, (28)
This luminosity is small compared with the total kinetic
power of the outflow Lkin = 0.05LEdd ∼− 5×10
44 erg/s. This
suggests that gamma-ray emission might only be strong in
the early phases of the energy-driven outflow. However, the
strong shocks we predict also offer another route to produc-
ing them, as they can accelerate cosmic ray electrons and
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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produce gamma rays via inverse Compton or synchrotron
emission. In both cases, strong molecular outflows are poten-
tially rewarding targets for future gamma ray observatories.
The cooling shocked outflow produces thermal X-rays. Both
gamma rays and X-rays are observed in our Galaxy, where
two gamma-ray bubbles disposed symmetrically on either
side of the Galactic plane, surrounded by soft X-ray emis-
sion on the edges, were discovered using the Fermi satellite
(Su et al. 2010). These features may be a local (but intrinsi-
cally much weaker due to low gas fraction) example of AGN
feedback (Zubovas et al. 2011).
We also find that the expected self-regulating star for-
mation rate in an outflow is large, reaching∼ 100M⊙ yr
−1 or
more. The luminosity of these young stars can outshine the
AGN itself, leading to the galaxy being classed as a LIRG or
ULIRG. This misclassification might be one of the reasons
why similar large-scale outflows are attributed to driving
by stellar feedback. Even if the feedback energy injected by
the young stars is larger than the AGN contribution, the
ultimate cause of the whole process is AGN wind.
Another reason for attributing outflow driving to star-
bursts is the fact that the outflows we have considered here
can persist for ∼ 108 yr after the central AGN has turned
off (King et al. 2011). Therefore, outflows should be de-
tected much more often than the AGN that inflated them in
the first place. This opens the possibility that most, if not
all, galaxy-wide outflows are ultimately triggered by AGN.
This seems particularly likely in cases where the outflow
has high velocities, ve & 1000 km/s, since starburst-driven
winds are unlikely to be capable of reaching such velocities
(Sharma & Nath 2013).
7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we showed that spherically-symmetric energy-
driven AGN outflows are thermally unstable and rapidly
cool down to temperatures below 104 K, freezing out into
dense molecular clumps. This scenario explains the fact that
observed AGN outflows are mostly composed of molecular
gas moving at high velocities. These findings, together with
previous work analysing the structure of such outflows, give
the following predictions for outflow visibility:
• The shocked wind bubble emits gamma rays. Unfortu-
nately, the expected luminosity of the whole bubble (Lγ ≤
1039 erg/s) is too low to be detectable with present instru-
ments.
• The hot diffuse outflowing gas creates a soft X-ray en-
velope around the gamma-ray bubble. Parts of this envelope
may be visible close to galactic discs, where the ISM density
is much larger than elsewhere in the bulge and halo.
• The cold clumps, which account for most of the outflow
mass, are observable in molecular lines. They are unlikely to
form in galaxies with depleted diffuse gas content, such as
the Milky Way, but should be common in dense systems.
• Star formation in the molecular clumps proceeds at a
rate of order 100 M⊙ yr
−1, enough for its luminosity to
exceed the total luminosity of the AGN.
• Many outflows attributed to star formation may instead
be energy-driven by AGN. A direct signature of this would
be a central gamma-ray emitting bubble surrounded by an
X-ray emitting shell. Since the outflow must be energy-
driven this in turn would imply a central black hole mass
very close to the M − σ value. Such AGN–driven outflows
should be both faster (ve>∼ 1000 km s
−1) and more concen-
trated to the galaxy centre than those driven by starbursts.
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